Company Profile
For your small component assembly needs, or for unique workholding techniques, FisherTech offers your
company leading edge die casting technology.
Our Injected Metal Assembly (IMA™) process takes small component joining and assembly production
problems off your hands while reducing manufacturing costs. Over more than 60 years, using machines
exclusively designed and built by us, FisherTech has provided solutions for hundreds of applications
such as cable termination, rotor shafts and mounted points. If you are currently assembling two or more
parts using adhesive bonding, brazing, swaging, staking, press fitting, riveting, soldering, crimping or
other joining processes, your assembly is a candidate for our IMA process.
If your production volumes are high, you may consider manufacturing your own small component
assemblies by purchasing a FisherTech assembly system. Our IMA systems are designed and built to be
easily integrated into your production line. Alternatively, FisherTech will run your production requirements
in our Canadian or UK facilities.
Our Injected Metal FIXTURBLOK® (IMF)
workholding or temporary fixturing system
offers cost-effective, high speed machining
solutions for components that are sensitive
to surface damage, are very fragile, or
cannot be subjected to a localized
clamping force for other reasons.
Productivity can increase dramatically
without damage to the component.
By using several inspection techniques, its
systems are able to detect all errors or
defects of the electronic components,
allowing manufacturers to put on the
market perfectly working products, whose
reliability is stable for long time.
Moreover, we believe that our imagination
for brighter future towards our shareholders,
businesses and nation-the dream spirit-will
enable Mirae Corporation to reshape our
future.
Fishertech Limited
710, Neal Drive
Peterborough, Ontario
Canada K9J 6X7
www.fishercast.com

IMA Machines
Injected Metal assembly solutions
FisherTech's unique Injected Metal Assembly (IMA™) technology tak es small
c omponent joining and as sembly production problems off your hands and reduc es
manufac turing costs .
If you are currently assembling two or more components us ing adhesive bonding,
brazing, swaging, press fitting, riveting or other joining processes , FisherTec h's IMA
process has the potential for eliminating quality and cost issues inherent in these
traditional multi-s tep assembly processes. Precision tooling combined with metal
alloys are used to join multiple components into a ready-to-use as sembly in a single
operation. Two or more components of virtually any shape c an be joined. Plus, the
alloy is often used to cast one or more of the individual components during the
joining process to eliminate fabrications, material costs and
inventory.
For over 60 years, we've been building a proven reputation
using our Injected Metal Assembly technology in hundreds of
assembly and joining applications worldwide.
Your assembly is an ideal candidate for Die Cast Ass embly if:

·
·
·

a shape or feature formed as part of the die cast assembly joint c an replace a premanufactured component.
as sembly dimens ions have tight tolerances.
several c omponents must be positioned in relation to one another, particularly if they are currently joined
by multiple operations.

Joining diverse materials
Small components of just about any type of material can be joined by the
IMA process:

·
·
·
·
·
·
·

metals
ceramics
glass
fibers
paper
elastomers
plastics

A major benefit of the process is that functional components made from one of these materials are quite often
eliminated by die casting them during the assembly process. For example, pinion gears can be cast in position as
a gear and shaft are locked together by the alloy joint.

Key Benefits of the IMA Process
The Injected Metal Assembly process is a reliable, one-step manufacturing solution that delivers a finished,
ready-to-use assembly. As a result, you can realize a dramatic savings of both time and money, combined with
improved assembly performance.
Reduces costs

·
·
·
·
·

replace expensive materials
produce functional features while assembling
eliminate secondary operations
increase productivity
reduces waste

Ensures assembly accuracy and strength

·
·
·
·

part-to-part consistency over long production runs
tolerances of ±0.05 mm (±.002")
creates a strong mechanical lock to withstand high loads
meets or exceeds automotive quality standards

